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Metric Space Valued Functions
of Bounded Variation

LUIGI AMBROSIO

Introduction

In this paper we introduce and study the properties of the class BV(Q, E)
of functions of bounded variation u : Q -&#x3E; E, where Q c Rn is an open set
and (E, 6) is a locally compact metric space. It is natural to require that for
any Lipschitz function p : E -; R and any u E BV(Q, E) the function v = Sp(u)
belongs to BV(fl), the classical space of real functions of bounded variation.
Moreover, the total variation measure idul has to be greater or equal than IDvl ]
provided the Lipschitz constant of p is not greater than 1. We have thus defined

E) as the class of Borel functions u : S2 --~ E such that there exists a
finite measure u satisfying the condition

for any function cp : E -&#x3E; R whose Lipschitz constant is less or equal than 1.

The total variation measure ( is the least measure which fulfils (1). It turns
out that our definition is consistent with the elementary case Q =]a, b[C R, and
IDul agrees with the essential total variation [19, 4.5.10] defined by

The class BV(Q, E) can be characterized by the properties of the one-

dimensional sections, exactly as in the case E = R ([12], [19]). Furthermore,
many classical properties of real functions with bounded variation do not depend
on the vector structure of R, and continue to hold in BV(Q, E). In particular,
in §2 we prove the rectifiability of the approximate discontinuity set Su and the
existence of traces u+, u- on the opposite sides of Su. We also show equality

Pervenuto alla Redazione il 27 Novembre 1989 e in forma definitiva il 16 Luglio 1990.
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between the Radon-Nikodym derivative of Du ( with respect to Lebesgue n-
dimensional measure Ln and the approximate slope

By using the same ideas of [16], [2], we introduce the class SBV(Q, E) c
E) of special functions with bounded variation and we show compactness

criteria for SBY(S2, E) and with respect to the almost sure

convergence.
If u E BV(Q, E) is a simple function (i.e., its range is a finite set), then

its total variation is a measure supported in Su, representable by

In §3 we compare IDul with the set function Vu obtained by relaxing the total
variation of locally simple functions. Formally, Vu is defined by

I -

a.e. in locally simple ,
for any open set A c Q. Unlike the case E = R, Vu may be strictly greater than
I Du I. We give an example of this phenomenon for E = R*, k &#x3E; 1. Anyway, by
using a sort of Poincare inequality for E) functions, we show that Vu is
a finite measure, there exists a constant c(n, E) such that

and Vu, idul agree on the Borel subsets of Su. As a consequence, in case
the Hausdorff one dimensional measure of E is zero, we infer the equality
IDul = 

In the last section we show by an example that the class may

naturally appear as limit of classical problems defined in Sobolev Spaces. Given
a continuous function g : Rk --~ [0, +00[, we show, by using the results of §2
and §3, that the functionals

converge as E -~ 0+ to the functional
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under general assumptions on g. The convergence takes place in a precise
variational sense (r-convergence [8], [13]). The compact set (E,6) in (4) is the
canonical quotient space of the zero set Z of g, endowed with the Riemannian
distance

and 7r : Z -~ E is the projection. By definition, the arcwise connected

components of Z are identified in E to single points. Under our assumptions,
the limit functional in (4) can be represented by

so that the only discontinuities that this functional penalizes are due to jumps
of x(u). The problem of the asymptotic behaviour of the functionals (3) has
been studied in connection with r-convergence theory [25] and phase transitions
of fluids [9], [24], [30]. Our result clarifies the nature of the functional (5) as
a total variation with respect to a non euclidean distance. Unlike the other

papers on this subject, we don’t make any assumption on the dimension and
the smoothness of the connected components of Z. Our proof relies on the
general theory of local, variational functionals [13]. A key step in the proof is
the original Modica-Mortola result [25].
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1. - The approximate limits and the lattice of measures

This paper deals with functions of bounded variations u : S2 --~ E. Here
Q c Rn is a fixed open set. We shall not make any regularity assumption on
Q, but we assume for simplicity that Q is bounded. The set (E, 6) is assumed
to be a separable metric space such that bounded closed sets are compact. We
now recall the basic notion of asymptotic limit which will be used throughout
all the paper.
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DEFINITION 1.1. Let u : SZ -~ E be a Borel function. We say that u is

approximately continuous at x E S2 if there exists z E E such that all the sets

have 0-density at x, i.e.,

The point z if exists is unique, is called approximate limit of u at x, and
denoted by

REMARK 1.2. We have the implication [31]

The opposite implication is true if 6 is bounded. We denote by Su the set of
points where the approximate limit does not exist. We point out that Su is a

negligible Borel set, and u is a Borel function equal to u almost everywhere
[3]. In case E = R we also define [19] the approximate upper limit

and the approximate lower limit

It can be easily seen that u is approximately continuous at x if and only if the
approximate upper and lower limits are finite and equal. The same ideas can
also be applied to define one sided limits u+(x, v), u- (x, v), where v E Sn-1 

1 is
a given direction.

DEFINITION 1.3. We say that z = u+(x, v) if the sets
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have 0-density at x for any f &#x3E; 0. Similarly, we say that z = u-(x, v) if

z = u+(x, -v).

REMARK 1.4. [31] The limits u+, u- can be seen as a generalization of
the left and right limits of functions of one real variable. It can be shown that
in any point x of approximate continuity the limits u’(x, v) exist for any v and
are all equal to u(x). On the other hand, if u+(x, v), u- (x, v) exist for some v
and are equal, then x is a point of approximate continuity. If u+(x, v), u- (x, v)
are not equal, then the unitary vector v is uniquely determined up to the sign.

The following proposition shows that points of approximate continuity can
be detected by using a suitably large set of test functions.

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let u : Q -+ E be a Borel function. Then,

for any continuous function E - R. Moreover, if 7 is any family of
continuous real valued functions defined in E which separates points, and if

then

PROOF. (i) is straightforward. The inclusion c in (ii) has been proved in [3] in
case E is compact. Let E = E U (cxJ) be the one point compactification of E,
and let 9 = E 1}. Then, separates points of E and x V S1/J(u) for
all V) E 9 entails the existence of u(x) in E. If il(x) were equal to oo, then the
approximate limit of p(u) would be equal to +oo. Hence, E E and x V 
q.e.d. 

’

REMARK 1.5. Also the approximate limits u+, u- satisfy the properties
stated in Proposition 1.1. [3]. Namely, u+(x, v) exists if and only if cp(u)+(x, v)
exists for any p E 1, and cp(u)+(x, v) = cp(u+(x, v)).

By using the approximate limits, it is also possible to define approximate
differentials.

DEFINITION 1.6. R be a Borel function, and let x 
We say that u is approximately differentiable at x if there exists a vector p E Rn
such that

1 /, _/, , ,I

The approximate differential will be denoted by 
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REMARK 1.7. We recall (see for instance [3]) that the the approximate
differential if exists is unique. Moreover, the set where it exists belongs to

B(Q) is a Borel function.

Now, we recall some fundamental properties of the class of u-
additive measures p : B(SZ) --&#x3E; [0, +00]. We define

and

If ph E M (Q) for all h, then the set function M - belongs to
M(S2). We shall also extensively make use of the following properties:

The first statement is straightforward. The second one follows from the equality

Let P=Qx I CR n be a product space and let p be a measure in Q. Let
u : 0 2013~ .lvl (I ) be a mapping such that

is a Borel function for any B E B(I); we canonically define the measure

fQ E .M (P) by

If (J h : Q - M (1) are mappings as above, the following equality holds:
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This formula can easily be proved for the supremum of two 
If  +oo for p-almost every x c Q, it suffices to take in (1.4)

and

+00 in a set of positive measure, then both sides are equal
to +00. The formula (1.8) follows by an induction and a limiting argument.

Finally, given a vector space (Y, ~ ~ ~) and a set function J-t : B(Q) -+ V we
define its total I by

The vector space of linear mappings L : Rn -~ Rk will be endowed with
the norm

where L* E denotes the adjoint of L.

2. - The class E)

In this section we define and the total variation measure idul,
and we show that BV(Q, E) inherits many classical properties of real functions
with bounded variation. The basic tools in all the proofs of this section are

Proposition 1.1 and (1.8). We begin by remarking that it is possible to define
the supremum of non countable families C N(Q) too. It is enough to
set

Then, M - I i E I) E .M (S2) and is a finite measure if and only if there
exists a finite measure (1 E N(Q) such that Q i ~ (1 for any i E I.
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let u be a Borel function such that S (u, z) E L 1 (SZ) for
some z E E. We say that u E BV(Q, E) if the set function

is a finite measure and we define

In particular

REMARK 2.2. The class BV(il, R k) coincides with and IDul
agrees with the total variation of the vector measure Du : B(SZ) -~ ,~n,k defined
in (1.9), (1.10) (this follows by using the chain rule available in [5] and [32]).
In case Q =]a, b[c R it can be easily seen that the condition u E E) is
equivalent to

for a suitable function v E B(92; E) equal to u almost everywhere and 
equals the least possible number in (2.2) as v varies in the equivalence class
of u. Furthermore, ([19], 2.5.16, 4.5.10) the infimum is achieved by the right
and left continuous representatives u+, u- of u which agree outside an at most
countable set. We also have

whenever s  t. In case Q c R is not connected, then u E E) if and
only if u E BV (A, E) for any connected component A of Q and

The next proposition contains equivalent definitions of the class BV(Q, E)
which will be useful in the sequel. In particular, we show equivalence with
the Cesari-Tonelli definition based on slicing. Given v E we denote by
xv c Rn the hyperplane orthogonal to v, by SZv the projection of Q on 7r, and
we set for any x E SZv
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PROPOSITION 2.1. The following conditions are equivalent:

for a countable set of functions Fc Lip(E) fulfilling the hypotheses of Propo-
sition 1.1, and such that

(iii) for any choice of v E S’-1 we have

every x E Oll and

Moreover, denoting by I (Du, v)1 I the measure

PROOF. (i) ~ (ii) is trivial. We now prove (ii) (iii) and the equality

for any countable dense set D c S~-1. Indeed, in the case n = 1 the equality

is a direct consequence of (2.2) and (2.4). Moreover, if v is a real function of
bounded variation, it is well known that ([19], 4.5.9)
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By (2.7) and (1.8) we get

By using Theorem 3.3 of [2] (see also [19]), we can find, for a given
direction v, a Hn-1’-negligible set N C Q, such that E E),

{ t E Ox I x + tv E and

for any p E f and any x E 011 B N. Hence, the statements of (iii) are true for
x E S2v B N because of Proposition 1.1.

We now show the last implication (iii) F (i) and (2.5). By (2.7) we get

for any 1/J E Lipl (E). Hence, u E BY(SZ, E). Moreover, (2.7) and (1.8) imply

which together with (2.6) gives (2.5). q.e.d.
The next theorem characterizes the Radon-Nikodym derivative of ~Du~

with respect to Gn. We denote the derivative by because for a real
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functions of bounded variation it is almost everyhwere equal to the norm of
the approximate differential ([10], [19]). In particular, the equality

holds almost everywhere in Q. We shall prove that the same equality holds for
functions u E BV(Q, E).

THEOREM 2.2. Let 7 C Lip(E) be as in Proposition 2.1, and let

Then, and

whenever K2 c R; in the general case n &#x3E; 1 we have

PROOF. Since lvvl = for real valued BV functions, by (1.5) and
(2.5) we infer

(i) By (2.3) and a derivation theorem for measures in the real line we get

Similarly,
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Since (i) is well known for real BV functions on the real line, we have

for any p E Lip1 (E). This implies the opposite inequality. The proof for u- is

analogous.

(ii) Since we know that (ii) is true for functions, we get

The definition of I yields

Now we estimate the approximate upper limit. Let 9 be the set of characteristic
functions of the intervals [t, +oo[ with t E Q. If v : R is a Borel function
and

then

Hence it will be sufficient to check the inequality

for a given bounded, continuous, increasing function g : R -~ [o, +oo [. We set

By Proposition 2.1 (iii) and (i) we get
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for any h E Rn. Since Su is negligible, by using the Fubini-Tonelli theorem we
get - -

for any Borel set B c SZ, so that the inequality (2.8) is true almost everywhere.
q.e.d.

THEOREM 2.3. Let u E BV(Q, E). Then

for a suitable sequence of 01 hypersurfaces Fi;
(ii) there exists a Borel function 81.£ -+ sn-1 such that the approximate limits

of Definition 1.3 exist everywhere in Moreover,

for any pair of functions u, v E BV(L2, E).

PROOF. (i) The statement is true for real functions of bounded variation
([19], 4.5.9). The general case follows by Proposition 1.1.

(ii) The equality (2.9) and the statement of (ii) are well known if u is real
valued (see for instance [3] and [19]). Let ? = { ~y, z) } zED with D countable
and dense in E. By Proposition 1.1, 

so that we can find a Borel function v. : Su - sn-l 1 such that
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for any p E f. In particular, the approximate limits cp(u)+(x, vu(x)), cp(u)-
(x, vu(x)) exist MI-1-almost everywhere in Su for any Q E F. By Proposition 1.1.
and Remark 1.5 we infer the existence of the approximate limits u+(x, v,,(x)),
u-(x, vu (x)) for every x E Su. q.e.d.

REMARK 2.3. [2] The total variation of real functions v of bounded
variation can be represented as follows

where I Cv I is a measure supported in a negligible set, such that

By (1.5) and (2.5) we get for any u E BV(Q, E) a unique measure icul :
B(Q) - [0, +oo[ such that

In particular, (2.10) yields

We say that u E SBV(Q, E) if IOul = 0 in (2.11 ).

REMARK 2.4. It can be easily seen that

In fact, the implication « follows by taking the supremum in M (Q) of both
sides of the equality

Conversely, if u E S BV(Q, E), then is absolutely continuous with
respect to Ln plus the restriction of to Su, and (2.10) yields p(u) E
SBV(Q).

A useful compactness criterion in SBV(Q) has been conjectured in [16]
and proved in [2]. The space has been recently succesfully exploited
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in [17] to show existence of minimizers of the functional

The functional has been suggested and studied by Mumford-Shah in [26], [27]
for a variational approach to image segmentation.

THEOREM 2.4. (i) Let (uh) C BV(Q, E) be a sequence such that

for some zo E E. Then, there exists a subsequence converging almost
everywhere to u E BV(Q, E) and

(ii) Let (Uh) C SBV(i2, E) be a sequence such that uh(S2,) C K for some compact
set K C E independent of h and

for some p &#x3E; 1. Then, there exists a subsequence converging almost
everywhere to u E S’J3V(Q, E) and

PROOF. We denote by E = E U {oo} the one point compactification of E.
Let D c E be a countable dense set and let 7 c Lip(E) be defined by

Since

is bounded for any V E 1 (recall (2.11 )), by using a diagonal argument and
Rellich’s theorem we can find a subsequence (Uhk) such that
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for any p E ~. This easily yields the almost everywhere convergence of uhk
to a Borel function u : Q - E. We extend g(z) = 8(zo, z) to E by setting
g(oo) = +oo. Since 9 is lower semicontinuous in E, we get

so that c E almost everywhere. The lower semicontinuity inequality is a
straightforward consequence of (1.6), (2.5) and the lower semicontinuity of the
total variation of real functions of bounded variation.

(ii) We argue as in (i), by using the compactness theorem in SBV(Q) proved
in [2]. q.e.d.

3. - Approximation by simple functions

In this section we compare IDul with the set function Vu obtained by
relaxing the total variation of locally simple functions. By using Lemma 3.2
we obtain that Vu is a finite measure if and only if u E E). By using a
localization technique we show in Proposition 3.4(i) that Vu and agree on

the Borel subsets of Su. This, via Fleming-Rishel formula, leads to the equality
Vu = IDul in case = 0. In this section we assume for simplicity that E is
compact.

DEFINITION 3.1. Let u : 0 ~ E be a Borel function. We say that u is a

simple function if there exists a finite set TeE such that

We denote by S (Q, E) the class of simple functions and by R(u) the minimal
set T satisfying (3.1 ).

The functions u E S (S2, E) which belong to BV (0, E) can be easily
characterized. Moreover, their total variation has a simple representation.

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let u E 5(0, E). Then, u E BV(Q., E) if and only if for
any i E R(u) the set {u = I) has finite perimeter in S2. Moreover, we have

PROOF. Let u E BV(Q,E)nS(Q,E), let i E R(u) and let p(z) = 8(i,z).
By the Fleming-Rishel formula (see for instance [22], [23]) almost every set
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I p(u)  t } has finite perimeter in E2. The above set coincides with

~u = i } provided t  S(i, j ) for any j E R(u) B {i }.
Conversely, if u E S (Q, E) and ~u - i } has finite perimeter in SZ for any
i E R(u), we have [31]

and (3.2) is proved by taking the supremum in M (Q) of both sides. q.e.d.
Thus, simple functions u of bounded variation can be identified with

partitions in sets of finite perimeter labeled by R(u). The total variation is

computed by integrating b(i, j) on the intersection of the essential boundaries
of the level sets ~u = i}, {u = j }. The factor 1/2 appears because each pair
(i, j ) is counted twice.

DEFINITION 3.2. Let u : 0 -+ E be a Borel function. We denote by
Vu : A(Q) - [0, +oo] the set function

REMARK 3.3. The set function

is greater or equal to and such that  Vu (A’ ) whevever A C C A’.
This entails that Yu, V~ agree on a wide class of open sets [13]. Furthermore,
the argument in the end of the proof of Theorem 4.2 (see also Remark 4.1 )
yields that Vu(A) are equal for any set A E A(Q) with C2 boundary.
We have chosen to study Vu instead of Yu because we will be able to show
(Theorem 3.3) that is the trace of a Borel measure. In particular, this gives
the equality

In order to compare Du ( with Vu it is important to estimate how much
u differs from an "average value" in small domains. The classical Poincar6-
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Wirtinger inequality

cannot be extended to BV(Q, E) because of the lack of convexity of E. However,
we can show the following result.

LEMMA 3.2. There exists a constant ~(n, E)  n - 1 /2 such that

for any open cube Q c Rn and u E BV(Q, E). Moreover, setting

for any u E where Rï is the common face of Q, 

PROOF. (i) For simplicity we assume that Q is the unit cube in Rn centered
at 0. We write Q = P x I, I =] - 1 / 2,1 / 2 [, P normal to e 1. We also set

Our proof is by induction on n. The basic inequalities we need are the following:

for any v c BV (I, E), u g ,S’v, and

The first inequality easily follows by the Fubini-Tonelli theorem and (2.3). The
second one follows by (2.5). Let us show the last one. The inequality
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is trivially satisfied if v E A E A(Q). By taking a sequence vh - v such
that -+ IDvl(A) [23], we find that the same inequality is satisfied for
v E BV (0). Hence,

for any y~ E Lipl (E). Thus, (3.5) follows by (1.8) and the definition of 
By taking a sequence in (3.3) C I B such 0 we get the

first step of the induction. By (3.5), we can find u E] - 1 /2,1 /2[ such that

By induction, we can find z E E such that

By Proposition 2.1 (iii), the equality

is true everywhere in P. By using (3.3), (3.4) and the Fubini-Tonelli
theorem we get

(ii) Let us first assume n = 1, Q =]a, a + T[. By (2.3) we get

The general case follows by slicing along the direction v = ei and using (2.5)
of Proposition 2.1. q.e.d.
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THEOREM 3.3. Let u : SZ -~ E be a Borel function. Then, the set function
Vu is the restriction to A(L2) of a Borel measure. In addition, u E BV(K2, E) if
and only if Vu(K2)  +oo and

PROOF. We show that Y~ is the restriction to A(Q) of a Borel measure. By
a well known criterion (see for instance [13]) it suffices to show the following
three properties

The first condition is straightforward. The properties (ii), (iii) can be shown by
joining the minimizing sequences in definition 3.2 on different open sets. The
basic property we need is the following. Let A, A’, B be as in (ii). Then, there
exists a constant c(A, A’) such that for any u E BV(A, E), v E BV(B, E) it is

possible to find a set of finite perimeter S in Rn such that A’ C C s cc A and
the function 

I I I .- -f ./ ’" . ,.. ,..."

has total variation in A’ U B not greater than

Applying this property to the minimizing sequences in definition 3.2 we easily
get (ii). The joint property can be proved by making use of the coarea formula
for Lipschitz functions: since ([19], 3.2.11)

for a suitable t c]O, c(A, A’)[. The function w defined in this way belongs to
BV (A’ U B) (see [31] and [32]).
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The proof of (iii) is more delicate. It is necessary to slice A by the sets

and to apply simultaneously the joint lemma to the triplets (Ak, Ak+2).
Locally simple functions - u such that

can thus be joined, yielding a sequence uh - u of locally simple functions such
that

A detailed description of this procedure can be found in Theorem 5.2 of [7].
The inequality Vu(A) &#x3E; is a trivial consequence of the lower

semicontinuity of the total variation (Theorem 2.4). In order to show the opposite
inequality, let us first assume that A = Q is a unit cube, and let us partition it
in the canonical way by open cubes Qj, 1  j with sides of length 1 /h.
By Lemma 3.2, we can find zj E E such that

We set

By Proposition 3.1 the functions uh are simple and with bounded variation.
Moreover,

so that we can assume up to subsequences that uh - u almost everywhere as
h -~ +oo. We say that i - j if Qi, Qj have a common face, and we denote it

by I%j. We also denote by Tij E Sn-1 the vector normal to Rj pointing to Qi.
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By Lemma 3.2(ii) we get

We can now estimate the total variation of the functions uh. By Proposition 3.1
we get

so that, by letting h - +oo we find

The same argument can be repeated for any cube Q c Q, so that, since Vu is
a measure, (3.6) follows. q.e.d.

REMARK 3.4. It would be interesting to know what is the optimal constant
in (3.6). It is easy to see that for n = 1 the optimal constant is 1 (i.e., idul = Vu).
Moreover, by using the Fleming-Rishel coarea formula it can be shown that this
happens also in case E = R. We conjecture that nlDul I for any E, n and
u E BV(Q, E). In general, however, Vu may differ from as the following
example shows.

EXAMPLE 3.5. Let E = = Bi(0). Let 0 : £n,k -~ [0, +too[ [ be the
greatest norm such that

Then,
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The function E)(L) is equal to the infimum of all the sums

corresponding to the decompositions

In the particular case n = k we find = n &#x3E; 11 dl = 1, where I d is the identity
matrix. We give only a sketch of the proof of (3.7), because we do not need
this result here. The inequality &#x3E; in (3.7) directly follows by a semicontinuity
theorem [28]. By a well known approximation argument (see for instance [28],
[23]) it is enough to show (3.7) for any continuously differentiable function u.
By using the optimal approximating functions given component by component
by the Fleming-Rishel formula we get

Moreover, by changing the variables in Rk with orthogonal linear mappings B,
and remarking that Vu = VUB, we find that (3.8) yields

where

and is the i-th row of LB. Since A(a 0 b) = lallbl, we achieve the
inequality  in (3.7) by showing that 0 is the quasi-convex envelope of A and
by using a relaxation theorem of Acerbi-Fusco [1].

Now we show that the measures Du and Vu have the same restrictions to
Su for any u E BV(Q, E). The basic idea is that for every x E Su
we can asintotically compare u with the function jumping between ul(x), u- (x)
along a set tangent to Su in x.

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let u E BV(L2, E). Then,
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The same is true if ,~ 1 ~u(SZ B = 0.

PROOF. (i) By the Fleming-Rishel formula and (3.6), and Vu both
vanish on Hn-1 -negligible sets. Moreover, Su can be almost covered with

compact subsets of 01 hypersurfaces. Hence, by the Egoroff theorem, it is

enough to show the equality IDul(K) = Vu(K) for all compact sets K C Su such
that

uniformly for x E K,

By Besicovitch’s theorem on differentiation of measures, it suffices to show that

Let xo c K be a fixed point, let M be the maximum of 6, and let

To = I x E By the Fleming-Rishel formula, the set

{ x I 6(u(x), ul(xo))  T } has finite perimeter in 0 for almost every T &#x3E; 0.

We choose T  1 A To with this property and we define

The function w is simple, and w E BV(Q, E). Now we compare u with w in
small neighbourhoods of xo. Let Q such that
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Then, .
Moreover,

Similarly,

By (3.10) we infer

I

with w(x, p) -~ 0 as p ,~ 0, uniformly for x E K. By using a suitable covering
of the set

(see for instance [7], Proposition 4.4), we get

for some constant c(n) depending only on n. On the other hand, by (3.11) we
get ([19], 3.2.39)

The coarea formula, applied to the Lipschitz function plBdist(x, K), yields ([ 19],
3.2.11)
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Hence, we can find a sequence Ph 10 such that

and

The functions uh belong to BV(Bu(xo), E) and converge to u almost everywhere.
Let Kh be the ph open neigbourhood of K ; by the locality of Vu and (2.12)
we infer

By letting h -~ +oo and using the lower semicontinuity of Vu we find

where q = 2n(1 + ~(n, E))c(n). Finally, by’using (2.12) and letting a - 0 we get

By letting T ~, 0, (3.12) and the thesis follow.

(ii) It is sufficient to show that I DW (u) 1 (12 B Su) = 0 for any y~ E Lip(E). Indeed,
let v = p(u) E BV(Q) ; by the Fleming-Rishel formula we get

If x ¢ Su belongs to the essential boundary of Ix c 0 &#x3E; t}, necessarily
t =,D(x) E p(E). Hence the integrand in (3.13) vanishes for any t c R B ~p(E).
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On the other hand, since )l1(E) = 0 and p is a Lipschitz function, is

negligible in R. q.e.d.

REMARK 3.6. The condition = 0 is equivalent to requiring for any
e, 6 &#x3E; 0 the existence of a countable cover of E by balls B(xi, pi) such that

The compact sets E such that = 0 are totally disconnected. This easily
follows by considering the function ~p(y) = 6(x, y) whose range is a negligible
compact set.

4. - A singular perturbation problem

In this section we investigate the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of
variational problems

as E --~ 0. Here g, 0 are non negative functions, g(u) is continuous and

O(x, u) is measurable in x and continuous in u. We assume that the set

Z = ~ z C g(z) = 01 is compact in Rk, 0is bounded, and

for some constants c, C &#x3E; 0, p &#x3E; 2. Throughout this section it will be convenient
for us to endow R k with the degenerate distance

Modica-Mortola first considered in [25] the scalar case k = 1 and countable sets
Z. Their result has been extended in [9] by Baldo to the vector case, under
the assumption of a finite set Z. The result is that limit points of solutions of
problems Pe, are solutions of
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In [30] it has been considered the case of a zero set consisting of two disjoint
C 1 loops Fi, F2. The solutions converge to

where

We remark that b(zl, z2) = 0 if zl, z2 belong to the same arcwise connected
component of Z. In the limit problem the sets IF,, r2 are identified to

single points and no cost is paid for discontinuities of u in the level sets

ju E r 1 }, {u E r2}. Hence, it is natural to introduce the canonical quotient
space F of (Rk, 6). We denote by 6 also the distance in F, and by 1r : Rk - F
the projection onto F. The space E = is a compact subset of F. Now we

pull back BV(i2, F) and the total variation, by setting

and

Since on compact sets 6 can be estimated from above with some constant times
the euclidean distance in R~, we get (recall also Remark 2.1)

We also point out that, by definition, the total variation in BV(L2, Rk) is
lower semicontinuous with respect to 6-convergence almost everywhere, and
the following compactness theorem holds:

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let (uh) C sequence such that

Then, there exists a subsequence Uhk and u E BV(i2, Rk) such that 6(Uhk’ u) -+ 0
almost everywhere in Q.

We shall make two basic assumptions on assumptions on Z, g. The first
one
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is useful to us in order to have equality of and Vu in BV(Q, E); the
second one

, ,

allows a comparison between convergence with respect to 6 and convergence
with respect to the standard distance. The function w (t) in (H3 ) is required to
converge to 0 as t j 0. By (H3 ) we get

(4.3) 8(Uh, u) - 0 =&#x3E; wh such that 8(Uh, Vh) = 0, IVh - ul - 0.

Our result, which contains as a particular case all others, is that the
solutions of PE have as limit points solutions of

By proposition 4.1, problem (P) has at least one solution, because (4.3) ensures
the lower semicontinuity of ~(x, ~) with respect to 8. We shall also prove that
for any u E BV(Q, Z) the total variation I is representable by

The theorem is proved by using the standard tools of r-convergence. In
particular, as in §3 it will be convenient for us to consider functionals F(u, A)
depending on the domain of integration too. We recall (see for instance [8],
[13], [18]) that by definition a sequence of functions fh : X - [-oo, +cxJ]
r(X)-converges to f : X --+ [-oo, +oo] if

for any x E X and any sequence Xh -&#x3E; x, and it is possible to find a sequence
X such that

The basic properties of r-convergence are uniqueness of the limit, compactness,
stability under continuous perturbations. Furthermore, equicoercivity assumptions
ensure convergence of minimizers to minimizers. Now we recall the basic
definitions of the theory of variational functionals [13]. We denote by 9 the
class of functionals F : L2(o.) x A(i2) ---* [0, +oo] satisfying locality, i.e.,
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lower semicontinuity, i.e.,

and F(u,.) is the restriction to A(SZ) of a Borel measure for any u E In

~C it is possible to define r-convergence for "almost every" open set. We say
that R C A(i2) is a rich class of open sets if the set ~ t I R } is at most

countable for all families (At ) C A(Q) with AS cc At for s  t. Then, we say
that Fh to F if the class of open sets A E A(SZ) such that
Fh(.. A) to F(., A) is rich. We set

and

The functionals FE and F 00 belong to ~C . Our result is the following:

THEOREM 4.2. Assume (HI), (H2), (H3), and let a sequence
Then,

Furthermore, the class of open sets for which to

F~ (’, A) contains all star shaped- domains and all C2 domains. If 
then any sequence UEh of solutions of PEh is

bounded in LP(K2), compact with respect to 6-convergence almost everywhere,
and any limit point is a solution of P.

PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2. We rename FEh by Fh. By a compactness theorem
for r* convergence in g, we can assume with no loss of generality that Fh

to a functional F This is stated in the appendix of
[13] in the scalar case l~ = 1; the same proof works in the vector case. We
need only to show that F = Foe. We begin with the proof of &#x3E;. Let R be the
class of open sets for which r(L2(0»-convergence holds. Let A c k be an
open set, and let (uh) C a sequence converging in L2(A) to a
Borel function u : S2 --~ Rk. We can assume that the inferior limit of Fh(Uh, A)
is finite, the inequality being trivial if this does not happen. Since th 1 0, it
follows that u E Z almost everywhere. The inequality F(u, A) &#x3E; F~(u, A) then
follows by the lower semicontinuity of the total variation in BV(Q, R k) and the
following proposition.
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PROPOSITION 4.3. Let u E [WI,2 (A)] k, and assume that Fh(u, A)  +oo.

Then, u E BV(A, Rk ) and

PROOF. By using and a truncation argument, it can be easily seen
that it is not restrictive to assume u bounded. Hence, we can find a constant
K such that 6(x, y)  yl as x, y vary in the range of u. In particular, the
total variations with respect to 6 and the euclidean distance can be compared.
yielding  for any Borel set B. We infer that I is

absolutely continuous with respect to and by Theorem 2.2 we get

Since

we obtain

Since F(u, A) &#x3E; F~(u, A) for all u and all A E R, and since F, Foo are

measures, the inequality F &#x3E; F~ follows.
The proof of inequality F  F 00 is divided in three steps. In the first step

we show the inequality F(u, Q)  F~ (u, Q) for all cubes Q and all functions u
constant on a partition in a finite number of cubes. In the second step we prove
the estimate F(u, A)  n(~(n, E) + A) for any u E BV(Q, Z), A E A(Q).
In the third step the proof is completed by showing that

for any u E BV(i2, Z).

STEP 1. We show the inequality F(u, Q)  for any cube Q and
any function u constant on a canonical partition of Q in a finite number of
cubes. Since we are dealing with measures, it will be sufficient to show it
for any cube Q E R. Let us first consider the simplest case, that is, a simple
function u jumping between Zl, Z2 along an hyperplane Su normal to ei for
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some i E {1,..., yz}. Let us assume, to fix the ideas, Su = {x E (x, el) = 0 }
and ~,? centered at the origin. Let -1 : [0, .L] --&#x3E; Rk be any ~’1 arc connecting z,
and z2, parametrized by arc length. Let a CIO, 1/2[, let us consider solutions

?7h &#x3E; 0 of the differential equations

and let Oh be such that = L; since

the sequence Oh converges to 0. The functions

converge to u almost everywhere. Let us estimate

By letting h --~ +oo we get

Since -1 is arbitrary, the inequality F(u, Q)  Q) follows.
The same argument can be (see figure) locally repeated for simple functions

u whose level sets are a canonical partition Qj, 1  j of Q. In fact, let
S c Q be the union of the (n - 2)-dimensional skeletons of 8Qj, let

and let Th : Q --+ [o,1 ] be a function whose Lipschitz constant is not greater
than 4/0h, such that ’Ph(x) = 1 if dist(x, 8) ~ 20h and ’Ph(x) = 0 if dist(x, ,~)  9h.
In addition, let vh be C 1 functions defined in
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obtained by repeating the construction of Step 1, i.e., the value of vh(x) changes
from to Zj along paths lij in a layer centered at the common face of Qi
and Qj whose thickness is Oh. The functions Uh = ’PhVh converge to u almost
everywhere. Since

and a  1/2, it can be easily seen that

if the paths connecting to zj are nearly optimal in (4.1 ).

STEP 2. Let u E BV(Q, Z), and let Qj, 1  j  h n be a canonical partition
of Q. By lemma 3.2 we get q j E Z such that  ~(n, E)/hIDul(Qj).
The function vh whose value in Qj is qj is a good approximation of u with
respect to 6 and the argument of Theorem 3.3 gives the estimates

By using (H3) we construct uh such that and uh well approximates
u in L2 (Q, Z). In fact, the Aumann’s selection theorem [11] yields a Borel
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function wh such that and

Since wh is a Borel function, we canonically partition any Qj in a finite number
of cubes Qj, 1, ... , Qj,p and find Ç,j,i E Qj,i such that

satisfies

if p is large enough. By construction, x(vh) and uh is locally constant,
so that step 1 gives

By letting h - +oo we infer the desired estimate. Since F, F 00 are measures,
the same inequality holds for any open set A c O.

STEP 3. We first show the inequality

for locally simple functions u. Let us first consider the case of a function u
with only two values zl , z2, and let Q c 0 be a cube. By the Modica-Mortola
theorem ([24], [25]), for any set of finite perimeter B c Q and any continuous
function f : [0, L] - [0, +oo[ [ such that f (0) = f (L) = 0, it is possible to find a
sequence of functions (vh) c W 1,2 (Q), 0  Vh  L such that Vh - XB and

We apply this result to B = ~u = f (s) = g(~y(s)), where -1 is a C’ path
connecting zl and z, parametrized by arc length.Setting uh = we get
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Since -y and Q are arbitrary, we find that (4.8) holds for simple functions with
only two values. Now we need the following locality lemma.

LEMMA 4.4. Let G E g, and assume that there exists a constant C &#x3E; 0

such that G(u, A) :5 for any u E BV (SZ, A E A(S2). Then,
G(u, B) = G(v, B) whenever u, v E BV(Q, Rk), B C S7r(u) f1 S7r(v), and (recall
(2.9))

every x E B.

The proof of the lemma is very similar to the proof of Proposition 3.4(i)
(see also [7], Proposition 4.4). The basic idea is to compare u, v in small

neighbourhoods of compact sets K c B such that

By the estimates of step 2, F fulfils the conditions of the lemma. By using this
strong locality property, we can easily see that (4.8) holds for simple functions
too. Indeed, let 

~

with Ei sets of finite perimeter in Q, and let

By step 2, F(u,.) is a finite measure supported in by using Proposition 3.1
and the strong locality property, we get

and (4.8) is proved for simple functions. Since F is a measure, the same

inequality holds for locally simple functions too. Moreover, by Lemma’ 4.4 it
follows that
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is well defined, and (4.3) yields that F(v, A) is lower semicontinuous in v. By
Proposition 3.4(ii) and (~I2) we can find a sequence of locally simple functions
uh such that and IDUhl(A) converges to Hence

F(u, A) = A)  lim A) = lim A) = A),
h+oo h-+cxJ

and this completes the proof of inequality F  F 00.
Now we prove the last statements of the Theorem. Assume that A C Q is

star shaped with respect to xo. The inequality (4.4) follows by Proposition 4.3
as before. We need only, given u E BV(A, Z), to construct a sequence uh - u
such that F(u, A). Let

Let t be such that At E R, let = u ~ (x - xo)/t + xo), and let Vh(X) - 
be such that Fh(Vh, At) - F(ut, At). Then, Uh(X) = Vh(tX) converges to u and

Since t can be taken arbitrarily near to 1, the required sequence can be
constructed by a diagonal argument.

Now we prove the convergence of minimizers to minimizers. Indeed, any
sequence (Ufh) of minimizers in bounded in by our assumption on g, and
has equibounded total variation by Proposition 4.3. Let u E Z) be any
limit in (R~, b) of a subsequence of Ufh (still labeled by Ufh for simplicity), and
let v E Z) be any function. By Aumann’s measurable selection theorem
[11], we can find w E BV(Q, Z) such that 7r(w) = and

By the definition of r-convergence, we can find a sequence Wh converging to
w in L2(0, Rk) such that

Since Ufh solve Plh I we infer
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REMARK 4.1. By the same argument of the proof of Theorem 4.2, it can
be shown that the class of open sets A for which the functionals Fh r-converge
to F 00 contains all sets A c Q such that there exists a sequence of open sets

Ah C C A, one to one mappings ph : Ah --~ A such that Ah T A and

Any C2 domain fulfils this condition. We also remark that r-convergence of the
functionals in PE does not depend on our special choice of the norm in In,k (see
( 1.10)). In fact, any norm 8 such that O(a ® b) _ ~ ensures r- convergence.
The reason is that the approximating sequences have rank 1 differentials (see
(4.7), (4.9)).

List of notations

sn-1 the unit sphere in Rn .

Bp(x) the ball centered in x with radius p.

the (2/ - a~) &#x3E; 0}.
v) the set { y E Bp(x) ! (y - x, v)  0}.

the Borel u -algebra of L2. 

the class of open subsets of S2.

In the Lebesgue n-dimensional measure in Rn.

the Hausdorff (n - I)-dimensional measure in Rn .

wn the Lebesgue measure of the unit ball in Rn .

Ln,k the space of linear mappings L : Rn -+ R k

Lip(E) the space of Lipschitz continuous functions cp : jE* -~ R.

Lipl (E) the class of Lipschitz functions with Lipschitz constant not greater
than 1.

.M (92) the class of J -additive measures a : B(Q) - [0, +00].

a 0 b the tensor product of a and b.

tz/u the Radon-Nikodym derivative of q with respect to J .
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ei the i-th element of the canonical basis of Rn .

u(x) the approximate limit of u at x.

Du the distributional derivative of a real BV function u.

Su the complement of the approximate continuity set of u.

Vu the approximate differential of u.

u+, u_ the right and left continuous representatives of a BV function u of
one real variable.

u+, u- the one sided limits of a BV function u.

XA the characteristic function of a set A.

the essential boundary of a set of finite perimeter A.
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